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Abstract—In many real tasks the features are evolving, with some features vanished and some other features being augmented. For
example, in environment monitoring some sensors expired whereas some new ones were deployed; in mobile game recommendation
some games dropped whereas some new ones were added. Learning with such incremental and decremental features is crucial but
rarely studied, particularly when the data comes like a stream and thus it is infeasible to keep the whole data for optimization. In this
paper, we study this challenging problem and present the OPID approach. Our approach attempts to compress important information
of vanished features into functions of survived features, and then expand to include the augmented features. It is an one-pass learning
approach, which only needs to scan each instance once and does not need to store the whole data, and thus satisfies the evolving
streaming data nature. After tackling this problem in one-shot scenario, we then extend it to multi-shot case. Empirical study on a broad
range of data sets shows that our approach can address this problem effectively.

Index Terms—One-pass learning, Incremental and Decremental Features, Classification, Robust Learning
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1 INTRODUCTION

In many real applications, the features are evolving, with
some features vanished and some other features being aug-
mented. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, in the research of
environment monitoring, in order to detect the environment
in full aspects, different kinds of sensors, such as trace met-
al, radioisotope, volatile organic compound and biological
sensors [1], are deployed in a dynamic way. Due to the
differences in working ways and conditions, such as optical,
electrochemical or gravimetric [2], some sensors expired
whereas some new sensors were deployed. If we regard
the output of each sensor as a feature, the data features
are both incremental and decremental. In the mobile game
recommendation system in Android market [3], there are
many people rating for many games. Some games dropped
whereas some new ones were added with time elapsing.
This scenario also happens in object location and indoor
surveillance. The sensor can expire in object location and the
people may be out of the scope of some cameras in indoor
surveillance. They are all feature evolution.

Compared with traditional problems, there are at least
two challenges in analyzing this kind of data. (1) In these
applications, the instances are coming like a stream. It is
different from traditional learning paradigm since the fea-
tures and instances are evolving simultaneously. (2) Due to
the streaming nature, it is infeasible to keep the whole data.
Similar to the setting of online learning, it requires us not
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Fig. 1. The illustration of environment monitoring.

to store all the data and to access the data only once, in the
one-pass way.

Notice that the ability of adapting to environmental
change is one of the fundamental requirements for learnware
[4], whereas an important aspect is the ability of handling e-
volvable features. Learning from data with incremental and
decremental features and evolving instances simultaneously
is crucial but rarely studied. Several related works have
been proposed to solve part of this problem. To address
the instance evolving problem, online learning, which can
be traced back to Perceptron algorithm [5], is a standard
learning paradigm and there are plenty of researches re-
cently [6], [7], [8], [9]. One-pass learning, a special case of
online learning, has also attracted many research interests
in recent years [10], [11]. To solve feature incremental and
decremental problem, there are some researches concerning
missing and corrupted features, such as [12], [13], [14],
[15]. Although these methods have achieved prominent
performances in their learning settings, they cannot fulfill
the requirements arisen from the above-mentioned real ap-
plications since they only focus on one aspect of the instance
and feature evolution problem, either instance evolution
or feature evolution. Direct combination of two types of
previous methods cannot deal with the problem well.

In this paper, at first, we try to address this problem
in the one-shot case by proposing One-Pass Incremental
and Decremental learning approach (OPID), which contains
two stages, i.e., Compressing stage (C-stage) and Expanding
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stage (E-stage). In C-stage, we propose a new one-pass
learning method by compressing important information of
vanished features into functions of survived features. Here,
the important information refers to as the data structure
for classification and it is characterized by the classifier,
which is trained on both vanished and survived features.
Besides, it only accesses the instance once and extracts
useful information to assist the following learning task. In
E-Stage, accompanied by the learning model trained in C-
stage, we present a new learning method which can include
augmented features and inherit the classification results
from C-stage. Besides, we also extend OPID to the multi-
shot case and propose Multi-shot OPID (MOPID). Theoret-
ical and experimental results are provided for illustration.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.

(1) We propose the OPID approach to solve this crucial,
but rarely studied problem. As far as we know, this is the
first research about the problem with simultaneous instance
and feature evolution.

(2) We propose to tackle this problem in a two-stage way.
In C-stage, we propose a new one-pass learning method for
compressing. In E-stage, we present a new learning method
to inherit the classification results from C-stage.

(3) We develop an efficient algorithm to address the
optimization problem and give theoretical analyses about
their convergence behaviors.

(4) We evaluate OPID systematically on ten data sets
from a broad range, together with an example on our
collected real data. Experimental results indicate that OPID
outperforms other compared algorithms in almost all cases.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
will formulate this problem and we propose the OPID ap-
proach. The extension of OPID to the multi-shot scenario are
introduced in Section 3. Experimental results on benchmark
and real data sets are displayed in Section 4. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section 5.

2 ONE-PASS INCREMENTAL AND DECREMENTAL
LEARNING APPROACH (OPID)
We will first give some notations. After that, we propose a
general framework for the joint feature and instance evo-
lution problem. Finally, the optimization methods, together
with some theoretical results, are provided.

2.1 Notations
In our work, we mainly focus on the learning problem
in two stages, i.e., C-stage and E-stage with simultaneous
feature and instance evolution. In C-stage, data is collected
in a mini-batch style. Assume that there are T1 batches in
total. In each batch, for each instance, the feature set can
be divided into two parts. The first part contains features
which will vanish in E-stage and the other part consists of
the features which survive for both stages. They are named
as vanished features and survived features, respectively. In E-
stage, we assume that there are two batches of data. One
batch is employed for training and the other is used for
testing. The feature set can also be divided into two parts.
The first part contains the features that are survived in both
stages. The second part contains augmented features, which
is referred to as augmented features in the following.
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Fig. 2. OPID notations. The feature and instance involve simultaneously.
With time elapsing, we have three types of features: vanished feature,
survived feature and augmented feature, together with data in two
stages, i.e., C-stage and E-stage.

As pictured in Fig. 2, in the i-batch of C-stage, data
points can be represented by two matrices, i.e., X(v)

i ∈
Rni×d(v)

and X(s)
i ∈ Rni×d(s)

, where ni is the number of
points in this batch, d(v) and d(s) are the numbers of vanished
features and survived features, respectively. Here, the super-
scripts ‘(v)’ and ‘(s)’ correspond to vanished features and
survived features, respectively. The j-th row of X(v)

i is an
instance with only vanished features. Correspondingly, the
j-th row of X(s)

i is an instance with only survived features.
The label matrix of instances in the i-batch is denoted by
Yi ∈ Rni×c with c as the number of class. Its (k, l)-element
Yi(k, l) = 1 if and only if the k-th instance in the i-batch
belongs to the l-th category and Yi(k, l) = 0 otherwise.

In E-stage, we want to make prediction when we only
get one batch of training data. We assume that there are
only two batches in this stage. The first batch contains
training data, represented by X(s)

T1+1 ∈ RnT1+1×d(s)
and

X(a)
T1+1 ∈ RnT1+1×d(a)

, where nT1+1 is the number of training
points in this stage, d(a) is the number of augmented features
and the superscript ‘(a)’ corresponds to augmented fea-
tures. Similarly, the j-th row of X(s)

T1+1 consists of survived
features and the j-th row of X(a)

T1+1 contains augmented
features. The label matrix is denoted by YT1+1. Similarly,
the second batch contains testing points with the same
structure as that of the training points in the first batch.

According to above notations, our main task is to classify
data points represented by X̄T1+2 , [X(s)

T1+2,X
(a)
T1+2], based

on {X̄T1+1 , [X(s)
T1+1,X

(a)
T1+1], YT1+1}. Besides, we can

also use the model on {X̃i , [X(v)
i ,X

(s)
i ], Yi}T1

i=1, which
is learned in one-pass way. Concretely, in the T -th step, we
can only access the data {X̃T , YT }, without saving the past
data {X̃i, Yi}T−1i=1 . Here, a tilde and a bar above the symbol
represent variables in C-stage and E-stage, respectively.

It is noteworthy that we can also use {X̄T1+1,YT1+1}
merely to train a classifier in E-stage. Nevertheless, in many
real applications, since nT1+1 is often comparable to that of
ni for i = 1, 2, · · · , nT1

and they are often small due to the
limitation of storage, training with only the instances in E-
stage usually leads to low prediction accuracy. It is better to
learn a classifier with the assistance of the model in C-stage.

2.2 OPID Approach

We investigate a real application problem with complicated
settings, and it is difficult to use traditional approaches to
solve this problem directly. There are two stages and both
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the instances and features are evolving. In our paper, we
tackle this problem in the following way.

1. In C-stage, we learn a classifier based on {X̃i,Yi}T1
i=1

in one-pass way. That is, we only access training examples
once. Besides, the learned classifier should provide useful
classification information to help the training in E-stage.

2. In E-stage, under the guidance of the classifier
learned in C-stage, we learn a new classifier by utilizing
training data in E-stage, i.e., {X̄T1+1,YT1+1}.

2.2.1 C-stage
In this stage, there are two different kinds of features. If
we combine them to learn a unified classifier, it cannot
be used in E-stage directly, since the features are different
in two stages. Notice that, there are features surviving
in both stages. It is better to compress the discriminative
information characterized by data with vanished features
into functions of survived features. In other words, we want
to use the model trained in survived features to represent
important information of both vanished features and sur-
vived features.

The most direct way for compressing the classification
information contained in both vanished and survived fea-
tures is to add some consistency constraints on the classifiers
trained on data sets with different features. Let H̃ and H(s)

be the function space for all features (including vanished
features and survived features) and the survived features.
In C-stage, we learn two classifiers h̃ ∈ H̃ and h̃(s) ∈ H(s)

with some consistency constraints between them. Denote
the loss function on all features and survived features as ˜̀

and ˜̀(s), the expected classifiers in C-stage can be learned by
optimizing the problem on all batches in one-pass way.

min
h̃∈H,h̃(s)∈H(s)

L(h̃, h̃(s)) =

T1∑
t=1

Lt(h̃, h̃(s))

=

T1∑
t=1

˜̀
(
h̃(X̃t),Yt

)
+ ˜̀(s)

(
h̃(s)(X(s)

t ),Yt

)
+

αD
(
h̃(X̃t)− h̃(s)(X(s)

t )
)
.

(1)

Here, D is employed to measure the consistency be-
tween two classifiers on each batch. We denote [T1] =
{1, 2, · · · , T1} for the convenience of presentation.

For illustration, we assume h̃ and h̃(s) are two linear clas-
sifiers, i.e., h̃(X̃i) = 〈W̃, X̃i〉 and h̃(s)(X(s)

i ) = 〈W(s),X(s)
i 〉,

with square loss. The Frobenius norm (denoted by ‖ · ‖) is
employed as the measurement of consistency. The optimiza-
tion problem in Eq. (1) has the following concrete form.

min
W̃,W(s)

T1∑
i=1

‖〈W̃, X̃i〉 −Yi‖2 +

T1∑
i=1

‖〈W(s),X(s)
i 〉 −Yi‖2

+ λ

T1∑
i=1

‖〈W̃, X̃i〉 − 〈W(s),X(s)
i 〉‖

2 + ρ(‖W̃‖2 + ‖W(s)‖2),

(2)

where W̃ and W(s) are classifier coefficients defined on
all features and survived features respectively. λ > 0 is
the parameter to determine the importance of consistency
constraint and ρ > 0 is the parameter for regularization.
Denote h̃(s)

∗ as the optimal h̃(s) and W(s)
∗ as its coefficient.

As seen from the formulation in Eq. (2), it is an extension
of traditional regularized least square classifier by adding

the consistency constraint. Obviously, the data structure
information contained in vanished features has been con-
sidered by training classifier on all features and survived
features. The constraint that two classifiers have similar pre-
diction results can adjust the classifier trained on survived
features. Besides, as what we have mentioned above, only
the data in the most recent batch can be kept and the opti-
mization problem should be one-pass. We will propose two
types of one-pass learning methods in following section.

2.2.2 E-stage
Since the survived features are common in both stages, we
can expand the classifier trained on survived features in C-
stage, i.e., h̃(s)

∗ , to accommodate the augmented features in
E-stage. Since it can take X(s)

T1+1 as the input, we can use
this classifier to make predication in E-stage directly. Nev-
ertheless, this kind of strategy has two shortages. (1) It does
not consider the label information and augmented features
of training data in E-stage. (2) This kind of prediction can
only be used in the one-shot case. It is difficult to extend it
to the multi-stage scenario.

To inherit the classifier trained in C-stage, we propose
to use the stacking strategy [16], [17]. Concretely, denote
Z(s)

T1+1 = h̃(s)
∗ (X(s)

T1+1) as the prediction made by employing
the classifier trained in C-stage, we take this prediction as a
new representation of X(s)

T1+1 as in stacking. After that, we
train a classifier h̄(s) on Z(s)

T1+1 and simultaneously, another
classifier h̄ is trained on Z̄T1+1 , [Z(s)

T1+1,X
(a)
T1+1]. It can be

regarded as the expansion of the optimal classifier in C-stage
to include augmented features.

Before going into the next step, one point should be
mentioned here. We take Z(s)

T1+1 as the new representation
because of the following reasons, together with some nu-
merical results in Section 4.4.2 for demonstration.

(1) The prediction Z(s)
T1+1 is computed by the classifier

trained on C-stage. It is a compact representation of X(s)
T1+1.

If the classifier h̃(s)
∗ is good enough, the composite of h̄(s) will

not degrade the performance by our following strategy.
(2) We can use training data in E-stage to improve h̃(s)

∗ .
This composite works since h̃(s)

∗ and h̄(s) are trained on
different data sets.

(3) As
∑T1

i=1 ni is often much larger than nT1+1, com-
pared with the classifier trained on X(s)

T1+1 merely, h̃(s)
∗ is

a better classifier and it could extract more discriminative
information. In other words, compared with X(s)

T1+1, Z(s)
T1+1

is a more compact and accurate representation.
To integrate two classifiers h̄(s) and h̄, we combine two

classifiers like ensemble methods [17]. The reason is that
we not only can reuse the classifier trained in C-stage to
improve performance, but also take augmented features into
consideration by ensemble.

Concretely, we employ ensemble method to unify two
classifiers by optimizing the following problem.

min
h̄(s),h̄

w1
¯̀(s)
(
h̄(s)(Z(s)

T1+1),YT1+1

)
+ w2

¯̀
(
h̄(Z̄T1+1),YT1+1

)
,

(3)
where w1 ≥ 0, w2 ≥ 0, w1 + w2 = 1, are the weights to
balance two classifiers. ¯̀(s) and ¯̀ are two surrogate loss
function defined on Z(s)

T1+1 and Z̄T1+1 respectively.
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For simplicity, we use the L2-regularized Logistic Regres-
sion model for each classifier. Take the binary classification
problem as an example, the objective functions are

¯̀(s)
(
h̄(s)(Z(s)

T1+1),yT1+1

)
=

1

2
v(s)(v(s))> + α1

nT1+1∑
j=1

log(1 + exp(−yT1+1,jz
(s)
T1+1,jv

(s))),

¯̀
(
h̄(Z̄T1+1),yT1+1

)
=

1

2
v̄v̄> + α2

nT1+1∑
j=1

log(1 + exp(−yT1+1,j z̄T1+1,j v̄)),

(4)

where v(s) and v̄ are coefficients. z(s)
T1+1,j and z̄T1+1,j are the

j-th row, corresponding to the j-th instances, of Z(s)
T1+1 and

Z̄T1+1. α1 and α2 are balance parameters. yT1+1,j is 1 or -1
for binary classification.

As seen from the optimization problem in Eq. (4), when
we get the optimal classifiers h̄ and h̄(s), they can be used
to classify data X̄T1+2 by taking Z̄T1+2 and Z(s)

T1+2 as the
inputs, where Z̄T1+2 and Z(s)

T1+2 have the similar definition
as Z̄T1+1 and Z(s)

T1+1.

2.3 Discussion on Related Work

The consistent constraint, which we have added in C-
stage, is also widely used in multi-view learning. For ex-
ample, in [11], [18], [19], they all required the consistency
among different views. Nevertheless, these methods cannot
be used to solve our problem directly due to the feature
evolving character of our problem. Besides, compared with
the above-mentioned multi-view learning approaches, our
compressing formulation in Eq. (1) is designed with differ-
ent motivations. In multi-view learning, the data points in
different views are treated equally and they are combined
to achieve a better classifier. While in our methods, we
want to compress the valuable information into the classifier
in survived features. Then, it can be used to improve the
classification performance in E-stage. In other word, the
classifier trained on survived features is emphasized in our
method. In multi-view learning, it is unusual to enforce the
consistency between a part of features in one view and all
features, because the goal of multi-view learning is to exploit
the two views to generate a stronger model, whereas our
goal is to compress information into the survived features.
Besides, by assuming that all the features are known, we
have also taken the method, i.e., OPMV [11], as an ideal
case and made comparison with it in Section 4.4.1. See more
discussions there.

Another related learning paradigm is transfer learning
[20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. There are two different types of
methods, homogeneous transfer and heterogeneous transfer
[20]. Traditional transfer learning techniques cannot address
our setting directly by regarding C-stage as source domain
and E-stage as target domain. In homogeneous scenarios,
it assumes that two domains share some data sets, which
is unrealistic in our one-pass learning setting. In heteroge-
neous scenarios, traditional approaches either learn a pair
of feature mapping to transform the heterogeneous source
and target domain data to a common latent space, or learn
a feature mapping to transform heterogenous data from one

domain to another domain directly [20]. They cannot be
used to solve simultaneous feature and instance evolving
problem directly. For example, Xu et al. have proposed sev-
eral transfer learning approaches [22], [23], [24], [25], which
have been successfully applied to visual event recognition,
but cannot be employed directly to solve our problem. For
illustration, we will compare with a popular method, i.e.,
TCA [21], as an ideal case in Section 4.4.1.

Besides, Learning Using Privileged Information (LUPI)
[26], which assumes that the training data contains addition-
al features (i.e., privileged information) that are not available
at the testing stage, has been applied to web data for
action and event recognition [27]. It aims to exploit hidden
information other than training samples that are available
during training [26]. Formally, it learns from a set of triplet-
s (x1,x

∗
1, y1), · · · , (xm,x

∗
m, ym), where (xi ∈ X , yi) is a

training point and its label as in the classical paradigm and
x∗i ∈ X ∗ is the additional information belonging to different
feature spaces ofX [26]. It is clear that OPID is very different
from LUPI. First, as shown in Fig. 2, if one regards the
whole feature space in C-stage of OPID as X , such that the
instances in OPID satisfy X̃i ∈ X , then there would be no
X ∗. Second, if the survived features X(s)

i are regarded as X ∗
(or X ), then there would be no X (or X ∗) because X(v)

i and
X(a)

i are different types of features. The differences are more
clear if we look into the multi-shot OPID shown in Fig. 3.

2.4 Optimization
In the following, we will show how to solve the optimiza-
tion problem in C-stage in one-pass way in two different
situations. After that, we will propose a new method to
ensemble classifiers in E-stage automatically.

2.4.1 Optimization in C-stage
The optimization problem in Eq. (1) can be divided into T1
subproblems. Thus, it is direct to use the traditional online
learning method, such as Greedy Projection (GP) [28], to
solve it by scanning the data only once.

Concretely, for the sake of convenience, denote the joint
(h̃, h̃(s)) and (H,H(s)) in Eq. (1) as h and H̃ respectively,
where h is the joint function and H̃ is the joint space. Define
the distance between h1 ∈ H̃ and h2 ∈ H̃ as d(h1, h2). The
GP algorithm using the following updating rule

(h̃t+1, h̃
(s)
t+1) = PH̃((h̃t, h̃

(s)
t )− ηt∇Lt(h̃t, h̃(s)

t )), (5)

where ∇Lt is the gradient and P is the projection function
with the definition PH̃(h) = minh1∈H̃ d(h1, h). ηt is the step
size for the t-th iteration.

With the following mild assumption, we can derive the
regret bound in solving the optimization problem in Eq. (1)
by GP.

• Assume that the optimization problem in Eq. (1) is
convex.

• AssumeH andH(s) are two convex sets in RKHS and
bounded. In other words,

F = max d((h̃, h̃(s))− (h̃1, h̃
(s)
1 )).

• Assume that the gradient w.r.t. (h̃, h̃(s)) is bounded, i. e.,

‖∇L‖ = max
h∈H̃,t

‖∇Lt(h̃, h̃(s))‖.
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Proposition 1. The regret of GP in solving Eq. (1) is

RGP (T ) ≤ F 2 1

2ηT
+
‖∇L‖2

2

T∑
t=1

ηt. (6)

Specially, if ηt = t−1/2, the regret of GP is

RGP (T ) ≤ F 2
√
T

2
+ (
√
T − 1

2
)‖∇L‖2 . (7)

Proof. First, begin with arbitrary {L1,L2, · · · }, run the algo-
rithm and compute {h1, h2, · · · }. Then define gt = ∇Lt(ht).
Because Lt is convex, for all h,

Lt(h) ≥ (∇Lt(ht)) · (h− ht) + Lt(ht).

Set h∗ to be a statically optimal vector. Because h∗ ∈ H̃,
Lt(h

∗) ≥ gt · (h∗ − ht) + Lt(ht). Then,

Lt(ht)− Lt(h∗) ≤ Lt(ht)− (gt · (h∗ − ht) + Lt(ht))
≤ gt · ht − gt · h∗.

Define for all t, yt+1 = ht − ηtgt. Observe that ht+1 =
P (yt+1), we will attempt to bound the regret of not playing
action h∗ on round t.

yt+1 − h∗ = (ht − h∗)− ηtgt,
(yt+1 − h∗)2 = (ht − h∗)2 − 2ηt(ht − h∗) · gt + η2

t

∥∥gt∥∥2
.

For all h ∈ H̃, (y − h)2 ≥ (P (y)− h)2, ‖gt‖ ≤ ‖∇L‖. So

(ht+1 − h∗)2 ≤ (ht − h∗)2 − 2ηt(ht − h∗) · gt + η2
t ‖∇L‖2,

(ht − h∗) · gt ≤
1

2ηt

(
(ht − h∗)2 − (ht+1 − h∗)2

)
+
ηt
2
‖∇L‖2.

By summing, we get

RG(T ) =

T∑
t=1

Lt(ht)−
T∑
t=1

Lt(h∗) ≤
T∑
t=1

(ht − h∗) · gt

≤
T∑
t=1

(
1

2ηt

(
(ht − h∗)2 − (ht+1 − h∗)2

)
+
ηt
2
‖∇L‖2

)
≤ 1

2η1
(h1 − h∗)2 − 1

2ηT
(hT+1 − h∗)2

+
1

2

T∑
t=2

(
1

ηt
− 1

ηt−1

)
(ht − h∗)2 +

‖∇L‖2

2

T∑
t=1

ηt

≤F 2

(
1

2η1
+

1

2

T∑
t=2

(
1

ηt
− 1

ηt−1

))
+
‖∇L‖2

2

T∑
t=1

ηt

≤F 2 1

2ηT
+
‖∇L‖2

2

T∑
t=1

ηt.

Now, if we define ηt = 1√
t
, then

T∑
t=1

ηt =

T∑
t=1

1√
t
≤ 1 +

∫ T

t=1

dt√
t
≤ 1 +

[
2
√
t
]T

1
≤ 2
√
T − 1.

Plugging this into the above equation yields Eq. (7).

As for the generalization error of this problem, it is
difficult to employ traditional strategies since this is a new
setting and traditional i.i.d. assumption does not hold in
this case. We would like to validate the effectiveness by
experimental comparison.

Specially, since we aim to train h̃(s) to assist the classifi-
cation in E-stage, the most direct way is to employ a linear

classifier. In this case, we will provide another effective one-
pass learning method as follows.

First, the optimal solution to the problem in Eq. (2) can
be derived in a closed form.

Proposition 2. The optimal solution to Eq. (2) can be obtained
by solving

A[T1]

[
W̃

W(s)

]
= B[T1] with B[T ] ,

T∑
i=1

[
X̃>i

(X(s)
i )>

]
Yi , (8)

A[T ] ,[
(1 + λ)

∑T
i=1 X̃>i X̃i + ρI −λ

∑T
i=1 X̃>i X(s)

i

−λ
∑T
i=1(X(s)

i )>X̃i (1 + λ)
∑T
i=1(X(s)

i )>X(s)
i + ρI

]
,

(9)
and I is an identity matrix.

Proof. Take the derivative of the objective function in Eq. (2)
with respect to W̃ and W(s) and set them to zeros, we have
the following equations.

T1∑
i=1

X̃>i (X̃iW̃ −Yi) + λ

T1∑
i=1

X̃>i (X̃iW̃ −X(s)
i W(s)) + ρW̃ = 0,

T1∑
i=1

(X(s)
i )>(X(s)

i W(s) −Yi)+

λ

T1∑
i=1

(X(s)
i )>(X(s)

i W(s) − X̃iW̃) + ρW(s) = 0.

Denote A[T ] and B[T ] as shown in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9).
The above optimization problem becomes

A[T1]

[
W̃

W(s)

]
= B[T1].

It is just the results shown in Proposition 2.

Based on the above deduction, we turn to solve the
problem in Eq. (2) in one-pass way quickly. There are totally
two cases.

(1) The data size is larger than the dimensionality.
As seen from the results shown in Eq. (9), in the T -th

time, we only access the instance {X̃i,Yi}Ti=1. The counter-
part optimization problem is the same as Eq. (2), except that
the sum of subscript i is from 1 to T .

Notice that the solution to problem in Eq. (2) is deter-
mined by A[T ] and B[T ] defined in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9). This
evokes us to get the following updating rule.

A[T+1] =

A[T ] +

[
(1 + λ)X̃>T+1X̃T+1 −λX̃>T+1X

(s)
T+1

−λ(X(s)
T+1)>X̃T+1 (1 + λ)(X(s)

T+1)>X(s)
T+1

]

B[T+1] = B[T ] +

[
X̃>T+1

(X(s)
T+1)>

]
YT+1,

(10)

with

A1 =

[
(1 + λ)X̃>1 X̃1 + ρI −λX̃>1 X(s)

1

−λ(X(s)
1 )>X̃1 (1 + λ)(X(s)

1 )>X(s)
1 + ρI

]

B1 =

[
X̃>1

(X(s)
1 )>

]
Y1.

(11)
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According to this result, in time T + 1, we only need to
update A[T+1] and B[T+1] by adding the matrices calculat-
ed based on the data in batch T + 1. In other words, we just
need to store the matrices A[T ] and B[T ] and update them
based on Eq. (10) in each iteration.

This approach has the following advantages: (1) It just
needs to store two matrices with size (d(v) + 2d(s))× (d(v) +
2d(s)) and (d(v) + 2d(s)) × c. When d(v) + 2d(s) <

∑T1

i=1 ni, it
needs less space than storing the whole data. Through this
way, we can get the optimal solution to Eq. (2) by scanning
the total data only once. (2) We only make matrix multipli-
cation in updating A[T ] and B[T ], the computational cost is
small. In Eq. (8), the most time-consuming step is computing
the inverse of a matrix with size (d(v) + 2d(s))× (d(v) + 2d(s)).
Thus, this method is very efficient with large data size and
small data dimensionality.

(2) The data size is smaller than the dimensionality.
Compared with the data size, when the number of fea-

tures, i.e., d(v) + d(s), is rather large, it is unwise to compute
the inverse of A[T1] directly. In this case, we propose another
one-pass learning approach for solving the optimization
problem in Eq. (8).

Define A[0] = ρI and B[0] = 0, the updating rule
shown in Eq. (10) can be initialized from T = 0. Note
that A−1[0] = (1/ρ)I. If we can replace the updating rule
of A[T+1] in Eq. (10) by the updating rule of A−1[T+1] with
less computational cost in each iteration, the computational
burden in calculating A−1[T1]

will release. Notice that, the
added matrix in updating A[T+1] is not a full rank matrix
if nT+1 is smaller than min{d(v), d(s)}. We will use this
property to compute the inverse with low cost.

Proposition 3. The updating rule of A−1[T+1] is

A−1
[T+1] = A−1

[T ]−

A−1
[T ]UT+1

(
I + U>T+1A

−1
[T ]UT+1

)−1

U>T+1A
−1
[T ] ,

(12)

where UT+1 = [UT+1,1,UT+1,2,UT+1,3] and

UT+1,1 =

[
X̃>T+1

0

]
,UT+1,2 =

[
0

(X(s)
T+1)>

]
,

UT+1,3 =

[ √
λX̃>T+1

−
√
λ(X(s)

T+1)>

]
.

The proof is based on the Woodbury equation [29] and
shown as follows.

Proof. Note that, the updating rule of A[T+1] is shown in
Eq. (10). We now decompose the adding part as

[
(1 + λ)X̃>T+1X̃T+1 −λX̃>T+1X

(s)
T+1

−λ(X(s)
T+1)>X̃T+1 (1 + λ)(X(s)

T+1)>X(s)
T+1

]
=[

X̃>T+1X̃T+1 0
0 0

]
+

[
0 0

0 (X(s)
T+1)>X(s)

T+1

]
+[

λX̃>T+1X̃T+1 −λX̃>T+1X
(s)
T+1

−λ(X(s)
T+1)>X̃T+1 λ(X(s)

T+1)>X(s)
T+1

]

Denote UT+1,1, UT+1,2 and UT+1,3 as shown in Propo-
sition 3, we have[

(1 + λ)X̃>T+1X̃T+1 −λX̃>T+1X
(s)
T+1

−λ(X(s)
T+1)>X̃T+1 (1 + λ)(X(s)

T+1)>X(s)
T+1

]
=UT+1,1U

>
T+1,1 + UT+1,2U

>
T+1,2 + UT+1,3U

>
T+1,3

=UT+1U
>
T+1,

with UT+1 = [UT+1,1,UT+1,2,UT+1,3].
Using the Woodbury equation, we have

A−1
[T+1] = (A[T ] + UT+1U

>
T+1)−1

=A−1
[T ] −A−1

[T ]UT+1

(
I + U>T+1A

−1
[T ]UT+1

)−1

U>T+1A
−1
[T ]

It is the results shown in Proposition 3.

Traditional researches show that the Woodbury formula
has numerical stability problem [30]. Thus, before using
Eq. (12) to compute the inverse of A[T+1], we first employ
conditional number to measure its stability. If this number is
too large, we will enlarge the regularization parameter ρ in
Eq. (2). Based on the results in [30], if A[T ] and A[T+1] are
well conditioned, it is stable to use the Woodbury formula.

Similarly, it is also the one-pass way in updating A−1[T+1]
and we need to access the whole data only once. In each
iteration shown in Eq. (12), the most computational step is
calculating the inverse of a matrix with size 3nT+1×3nT+1.
If the batch size nT+1 is small, its computational cost is
limited and we can compute A−1[T1]

in a quick way. Especially,
if ni = 1 for i ∈ [T1] as in traditional online learning, we
only need to compute the inverse of a 3× 3 matrix.

Besides, a byproduct of this kind of iteration is that we
can get the optimal solution at any time T , since we have
derived A−1[T ] directly. If we use the iteration method shown
in Eq. (10), we need to calculate A−1[T ] at each time T . When
this requirement is frequent, the computational cost will
increase since we need to compute the matrix inverse for
each requirement.

2.4.2 Optimization in E-stage
The optimization problem in Eq. (3), with concrete form
defined in Eq. (4), has been widely investigated in previous
works and the details are omitted. We use the implemen-
tation of LibLinear [31] to solve them and the parameters
w1 and w2 are tuned by cross validation. Concretely, we
predefine the grid of w1 as {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 0.9} and then use
five-folder cross validation to determine w1 and w2.

Note that in Eq. (3), the interaction between two clas-
sifiers is a balance of classification results by tuning the
weights. It is not the direct interaction between data itself,
but the combination of classification results. Besides, we also
face the problem of parameter determination. Facing these
problems, we think the more direct way is combining all the
features as in stacking [16] and training a unified classifier
on the stacked representations with auto-determined pa-
rameters. It evokes us to propose the following formulation.

min
h̄(s),h̄,w1,w2

`
(√

w1h̄
(s)(Z(s)

T1+1) +
√
w2h̄(Z̄T1+1),YT1+1

)
, (13)

where ` is a general loss on the joint representations. Here,
we use the square root of balance parameters to guarantee
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their convexity and avoid the trivial solution. The parame-
ters can be learned automatically.

Taking regression with kernels as an example, we have
the following concrete formulation.

min
V(s),V̄,w1,w2

‖
√
w1〈V(s),Φ(Z(s)

T1+1)〉+
√
w2〈V̄,Φ(Z̄T1+1)〉

+ eb> −YT1+1‖2 + γ(
1

c
‖V(s)‖2 +

1

c+ d(a) ‖V̄‖
2),

s.t. w1 + w2 = 1, w1 ≥ 0, w2 ≥ 0 ,

(14)

where Φ(·) is a mapping function and γ is the parameter
for regularization. e is a column vector of all ones and b is
a column vector of bais. The feature numbers of Z(s)

T1+1 and
Z̄T1+1 are c, c + d(a), and c is often much smaller than c +
d(a). To alleviate the influence caused by the unbalance, each
regularizer is divided by the corresponding feature number.

Compared with the original formulation in Eq. (3), the
extended formulation in Eq. (14) has the following advan-
tages. (1) It is a direct combination of two kinds of features
to train a unified classifier. The original formulation in Eq.
(3) trains classifier separately and uses a balance weight to
join the results. (2) We can learn the balance weight auto-
matically. If the classification results of X(s)

T1+1, i.e., Z(s)
T1+1

are accurate, the corresponding coefficient w1 will be large
and the first term will dominate the classifier.

We now turn to the solution of this problem. It is not
easy to solve the problem in Eq. (14) directly. After some
deductions, it is equal to

min
V(s),V̄,w1,w2

‖〈V(s),Φ(Z(s)
T1+1)〉+ 〈V̄,Φ(Z̄T1+1)〉+ eb>

−YT1+1‖2 + γ(
1

c× w1
‖V(s)‖2 +

1

(d(a) + c)× w2
‖V̄‖2),

with w1 + w2 = 1, w1 ≥ 0, w2 ≥ 0.

(15)

The optimization problem in Eq. (15) seems very similar
to traditional regularized square loss regression problem
with kernel. Nevertheless, they are different since the reg-
ularization parameter is fixed in traditional method, while
it is considered as an optimization parameter in our setting.

There are two groups of optimization variables, i.e., the
coefficients for classification and the balance parameters. It
is difficult to determine them together and we propose to
optimize them alternatively.

(1) Fix V(s), V̄, b and optimize w1 and w2.
The optimal balance parameters w1 and w2 can be com-

puted in a closed form as in the following proposition.

Proposition 4. When w1 + w2 = 1, w1 ≥ 0, w2 ≥ 0, the
optimal solution to the problem

min
w1,w2

(
1

w1 × c
‖V(s)‖2 +

1

w2 × (d(a) + c)
‖V̄‖2)

=(
1√
c
‖V(s)‖+

1√
d(a) + c

‖V̄‖)2.
(16)

is
w∗1 =

‖V(s)‖/
√
c

‖V(s)‖/
√
c+ ‖V̄‖/

√
d(a) + c

,

w∗2 =
‖V̄‖/

√
d(a) + c

‖V(s)‖/
√
c+ ‖V̄‖/

√
d(a) + c

.

(17)

Proof. The optimization problem is

min
w1,w2

(
1

w1 × c
‖V(s)‖2 +

1

w2 × (d(a) + c)
‖V̄‖2) ,

s.t. w1 + w2 = 1, w1 ≥ 0, w2 ≥ 0.

Algorithm 1 OPID

Input: Training data and label {X̃i,Yi}T1
i=1, {X̄T1+1,YT1+1},

testing data X̄T1+2, parameters λ, ρ, γ.
Output: The optimal w1, w2, V(s) and V̄.
Training:
1: Update A[T ] and B[T ] using Eq. (10) in one-pass way.
2: Compute the optimal W(s)

∗ by solving Eq. (8).
3: Compute the new representation of X(s)

T1+1 by Z(s)
T1+1 =

X(s)
T1+1W

(s)
∗ .

4: Initialize w1=w2=1/2
Repeat
5: Update V(s) and V̄ by solving the problem in Eq. (18).
6: Update w1 and w2 by Eq. (17).
Until converges
Testing
7: Compute the new representation of X(s)

T1+2 by X(s)
T1+2W

(s)
∗ .

8: Compute the predicted label matrix of X(s)
T1+2 by using the

optimal w1, w2, V(s), V̄ and kernel trick.

Replace w2 with w2 = 1−w1 in the above equation, take
derivative of this objective function with respect to w1 and
set it to zero, we have

− 1

w2
1 × c

‖V(s)‖2 +
1

(1− w1)2 × (d(a) + c)
‖V̄‖2 = 0.

By solving this problem and using w2 = 1−w1, we have

w1 =
‖V(s)‖/

√
c

‖V(s)‖/
√
c+ ‖V̄‖/

√
d(a) + c

,

w2 =
‖V̄‖/

√
d(a) + c

‖V(s)‖/
√
c+ ‖V̄‖/

√
d(a) + c

.

Note that the above solution satisfies the constraint w1 ≥
0, w2 ≥ 0 automatically. Thus, it is the optimal solution and
the results in Proposition 4 hold.

(2) Fix w1 and w2 and optimize V(s), V̄, b.
When w1 and w2 are fixed, the optimal solution to the

problem in Eq. (15) can also be obtained in a close form as
shown in the following proposition.

Proposition 5. When w1 and w2 are fixed, the optimal solution
to the problem in Eq. (15) can be derived by solving[

Φ1 Φ2

Φ3 Φ4

]
V = D,

b> =
e>

nT1+1

(
YT1+1 − Φ(Z(s)

T1+1)V(s) − Φ(Z̄T1+1)V̄
)
,

(18)

where,

Φ1 = (Φ(Z(s)
T1+1))>HΦ(Z(s)

T1+1) +
γ

c× w1
I,

Φ2 = (Φ(Z(s)
T1+1))>HΦ(Z̄T1+1),

Φ3 = (Φ(Z̄T1+1))>HΦ(Z(s)
T1+1),

Φ4 = (Φ(Z̄T1+1))>HΦ(Z̄T1+1) +
γ

(d(a) + c)× w2
I.

(19)

V =

[
V(s)

V̄

]
, D =

[
(Φ(Z(s)

T1+1))>

(Φ(Z̄T1+1))>

]
HYT1+1. (20)

and H = I− (1/nT1+1)ee> is the centralization matrix.
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Proof. Take the derivative of it with respect to V(s), V̄, b>

and set them to zeros, we have(
(Φ(Z(s)

T1+1))>Φ(Z(s)
T1+1) +

γ

c× w1
I

)
V(s)

+ (Φ(Z(s)
T1+1))>Φ(Z̄T1+1)V̄ + (Φ(Z(s)

T1+1))>eb>

= (Φ(Z(s)
T1+1))>YT1+1,(

(Φ(Z̄T1+1))>Φ(Z̄T1+1) +
γ

(d(a) + c)× w2
I

)
V̄

+ (Φ(Z̄T1+1))>Φ(Z(s)
T1+1)V(s) + Φ(Z̄T1+1))>eb>

= (Φ(Z̄T1+1))>YT1+1,

e>
(

Φ(Z(s)
T1+1)V(s) + Φ(Z̄T1+1)V̄ + eb> −YT1+1

)
= 0.

By solving the last equation in the above to derive b>,
substituting it back and making some notations shown in
Proposition 5, we can get the results in Proposition 5.

One point should be mentioned here. There is a mapping
function Φ in this formulation. If we do not know its
concrete form, the kernel trick [32] can be employed to make
prediction for testing data. Concretely, the optimization
problem in Eq. (18) can be derived by

V =

([
(Φ(Z(s)

T1+1))>

(Φ(Z̄T1+1))>

]
H
[
Φ(Z(s)

T1+1) Φ(Z̄T1+1)
]

+ Λ

)−1

[
(Φ(Z(s)

T1+1))>

(Φ(Z̄T1+1))>

]
HYT1+1.

(21)

Λ =

[ γ
c×w1

I 0
0 γ

(d(a)+c)×w2
I

]
.

After some deductions as in kernel trick, we have

V = Λ−1

[
(Φ(Z(s)

T1+1))>

(Φ(Z̄T1+1))>

]
H(HΓH + I)−1YT1+1, (22)

Γ = (
c× w1

γ
Φ(Z(s)

T1+1)(Φ(Z(s)
T1+1))>

+
(d(a) + c)× w2

γ
Φ(Z̄T1+1)(Φ(Z̄T1+1))>,

(23)

b> =
e>

nT1+1
(I− ΓH(HΓH + I)−1)YT1+1. (24)

Note that Γ and b can be calculated by the inner product
of mapping results, without knowing the concrete form of Φ.
V, however, cannot be expressed without getting the form
of Φ. In other words, we cannot get the classifier explicitly.
Nevertheless, our task is to classify testing data, we will
show that the testing can be performed even when we do
not know the explicit classifier.

When we obtain the final classifier, it can be used on
the testing data X̄T1+2 = [X(s)

T1+2,X
(a)
T1+2] by first comput-

ing two new representations as Z(s)
T1+2 , h̃(s)

∗ (X(s)
T1+2) and

Z̄T1+2 , [Z(s)
T1+2,X

(a)
T1+2]. Then, we can employ the trained

classifier by computing[
Φ(Z(s)

T1+2) Φ(Z̄T1+2)
]

V + eb>

=
[
Φ(Z(s)

T1+2) Φ(Z̄T1+2)
]

Λ−1

[
(Φ(Z(s)

T1+1))>

(Φ(Z̄T1+1))>

]
×H(HΓH + I)−1YT1+1 + eb>.

(25)

?

Feature Evolution

D
ata  Evolution

............

Fig. 3. Multi-shot OPID notations.

It is clear that we can also use the kernel trick to compute
the matrix in the second line of Eq. (25), together with the
results that b> can also be expressed by kernel matrix. We
conclude that we can use kernel trick to predict the labels of
testing data, without knowing the concrete form of mapping
function Φ. If we take the updating rule in Eq. (10) and train
a classifier in E-stage by optimizing Eq. (14), the procedure
of OPID is listed in Algorithm 1.

Finally, we would like to analyze the computational com-
plexity of Algorithm 1 briefly. The most computational steps
are the deriving of W(s)

∗ by solving Eq. (8) and V (containing
V(s) and V̄) by solving Eq. (22). The computational complex-
ity in solving Eq. (8) and Eq. (22) are O((d(v) + 2d(s))3) and
O((nT1+1)3) respectively.

3 MULTI-SHOT OPID
In above formulations, we propose our basic strategy in
one-shot way. In this section, we will extend it to the
multi-shot scenario and propose multi-shot OPID (MOPID)
approach. Similar to the notations shown in Fig. 2, we briefly
summarize the notations in multi-shot scenario in Fig. 3.

Assume that there are totally R stages for training.
The i-th stage contains Ti mini-batches and the features
also consist of two parts, survived features and augmented
features. Note that, the augmented feature in i-th stage is
the survived features in (i + 1)-th stage. Denote T =

∑TR

i=1

as the total number of training batches.
Different from the one-shot scenario, we have two tasks

in the multi-shot scenario. For clarity, we will describe how
to solve these problems in two-shot cases and the extension
to any number of shots is direct.

(1) Task 1: We also have the same task as in the one-
shot case. Concretely, with the help of model trained on T
batches data, we aim to classify data in the (R+ 1)-th stage
with training data {X(s)

T+1,X
(a)
T+1,YT+1} and testing data

{X(s)
T+2,X

(a)
T+2}.

(2) Task 2: Different from the one-shot scenario, the data
in multi-shot will evolve for a long time. Thus, it is necessary
to predict at any batch in any training stage.

In the two-shot case, there are totally three stages and
R = 2. The notations in the first two stages are the same
as in the one-shot scenario. Briefly, a tilde above the symbol
represents variable in the first stage and a bar represents
variable in the second stage. Note that, in this setting, the
first stage is C-stage, the last stage is E-stage, whereas the
second stage is both E-stage (corresponding to Stage 1 (C-
stage)) and C-stage (corresponding to Stage 3 (E-stage)).
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Algorithm 2 Multi-shot OPID
Input: Training data and label shown in Fig. (3), parameters
λ, ρ, γ.
Output: YT+2 and YT1+t

Task 1:
1: Using training procedure of OPID shown in Algorithm 1
to train classifier using data in the T -stage and (T + 1)-stage.
2: Using the trained classifier to compute prediction the
prediction of [X(s)

T+2 X(a)
T+2]. The output is YT+2.

Task 2:
1: Using the Multi-Shot Compressing Step for training.
2: Using the Multi-Shot Expanding Step for testing. The
output is YT1+t.

For the first task, i.e., we would like to make prediction
in the last stage, we can use the OPID approach on the last
adjacent two stages directly. Since the features in Stage 1
and Stage 3 are totally different, we do not use the classifier
trained on Stage 1 to assist classification in Stage 3. Only
the data in the most adjacent stage can help since they share
common features. Concretely, when we make prediction in
the third stage, we can use the compressing strategy shown
in Eq. (1) on data in Stage 2 to derive the optimal classifier.
After that, we use the expanding strategy shown in Eq. (3)
(or Eq. (13)) to make predictions in Stage 3.

For the second task, it is more complicated than the first
problem. Without loss of generality, assume that we want
to make prediction for the (t + 1)-th batch in Stage 2, i.e.,
the data {X(s)

T1+t+1,X
(a)
T1+t+1}, with t ∈ [T2 − 1]. One direct

and simple way is to use the OPID to make prediction.
The training data in E-stage of OPID is still X(s)

T1+1, X(a)
T1+1

and YT1+1 whereas the testing data X(s)
T1+1, X(a)

T1+1 in E-
stage of OPID should be replaced by X(s)

T1+t+1, X(a)
T1+t+1.

Then, previous OPID approach can be used to solve this
problem directly. Nevertheless, this strategy neglects the
new-coming labeled data in Stage 2. They are just used for
testing, without employing them for training. This situation
will become much worse when the number of batches in
Stage 2 is comparable with that in Stage 1.

To overcome this problem, recall the basic idea in com-
pressing step of OPID, we can also compress the useful
information in survived features to the augmented features
in Stage 2. This will not cause additional computation cost
since in Task 1, we also need to perform compressing
strategy in Stage 2 to assist the task in Stage 3. To make
prediction for the (t+1)-th batch in Stage 2, the compressing
and expanding steps can be summarized as following.

Multi-Shot Compressing Step: This step aims to com-
press the useful data information in Stage 2 into the aug-
mented features. In Eq. (1), we replace X̃i, X(s)

i and Yi by
X̄T1+j , [X(s)

T1+j ,X
(a)
T1+j ], X(a)

T1+j and YT1+j respectively.
Besides, we also replace the summation of i from 1 to T1
with the summation of j from 1 to t. The optimal classifier
trained on the augmented features is used to derive the pro-
jections of X(a)

T1+t (denoted as Z(a)
T1+t) and X(a)

T1+t+1 (denoted
as Z(a)

T1+t+1).
Multi-Shot Expanding Step: This step aims to join the

two classifiers trained in previous multi-shot compressing
step and the compressing stage in OPID. Use the classi-
fier trained on survived features in Stage 1 to compute

TABLE 1
The details about experimental setting.

Data c
T1∑
i=1

ni ni d(v) d(s) d(a)

Mnist0vs5 2 3200 40, 80, 160, 320 114 228 113
Mnist0vs3vs5 3 4800 60, 120, 240, 480 123 245 121

DNA 3 1200 60, 120, 240, 300 50 80 50
Splice 2 2240 40, 80, 160, 320 10 40 10

SensIT Vehicle 3 48000 60, 120, 240, 480 25 50 25
Gisette 2 6000 40, 100, 200, 300 1239 2478 1238

USPS0vs5 2 960 20, 40, 60, 80 64 128 64
USPS0vs3vs5 3 1440 30, 60, 90, 120 64 128 64

Protein 3 4500 60, 150, 300, 450 70 200 86
Satimage 3 1080 30, 60, 90, 120 10 18 8

the projections of X(s)
T1+t (denoted as Z(s)

T1+t) and X(s)
T1+t+1

(denoted as Z(s)
T1+t+1). In Eq. (3), we replace Z(s)

T1+1, Z̄T1+1

and YT1+1 by Z(s)
T1+t, Z(a)

T1+t and YT1+t respectively. The
testing procedure is conducted on Z(s)

T1+t+1 and Z(a)
T1+t+1,

using the same way as that in OPID.
The pseudo-code of multi-shot OPID is summarized

in Algorithm 2. As for the computational complexity of
Algorithm 2, since it employs OPID in Algorithm 1 for
multiple times, it consumes R− 1 times computational cost
of OPID, where R is the number of stages.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we perform experiments to evaluate the
performance and efficiency of OPID.

4.1 Configuration
The following eight data sets from different application
domains are employed in our experiments. They are three
digit data sets: Mnist1, Gisette2 and USPS3, three DNA data
sets: DNA4, Splice5 and Protein6, the Vehicle data: SensIT
Vehicle7, and the image data set: Satimage8. The digit data
sets are employed as toy examples and the rest data sets are
all collected in a sequential way. For example, the SensIT
Vehicle data is collected from a sensor networks. Due to
the life variance of different kinds of sensors, it is a typical
feature and instance evolution system. Experimental setting
details in one-shot scenario are shown in Table 1.

There are two implementations (Eq. (3) and Eq. (14)) of
our algorithm. We name the OPID method with ensemble
(Eq. (3)) as OPIDe and the implementation in Eq. (14) is still
named as OPID. For simplicity, in both one-shot and multi-
shot scenarios,

(1) We assume that the points number of each mini-batch
is the same. In other words, we assume that n1 = · · · =
nT1

= nT1+1 = · · · = nT1+T2
= · · · = nT = nT+1 = nT+2.

In all the training and testing batches, the number of points
in each category is equal.

(2) In R training stages, we fix the total number of exam-
ples and vary the points number in each batch. Companied

1. http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
2. http://clopinet.com/isabelle/Projects/NIPS2003/#challenge
3. http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
4. http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-

databases/statlog/
5. http://www.cs.toronto.edu/ delve/data/splice/desc.html
6. http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-

databases/statlog/
7. http://www.ecs.umass.edu/ mduarte/Software.html
8. http://www.cs.toronto.edu/ delve/data/splice/desc.html
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TABLE 2
The one-shot testing accuracies (mean±std) of the compared methods on 10 data sets with different number of training and testing examples.
’•/�/◦’ denote respectively that OPID(or OPIDe) is significantly better/tied/worse than the compared method by the t-test [33] with confidence

level 0.05. ’-’ means that the result is unavailable. From the third column to the fifth column, two symbols are the comparisons to OPIDe and OPID
respectively. In the sixth column, ’•/�/◦’ denote respectively that OPID is significantly better/tied/worse than OPIDe. The highest mean accuracy

is also boldfaced.

Data set ni SVM SVM(s) SVM(a) SVM(o) SVMe OPIDe OPID
Mnist 40 .9485(.0309)•• .9455(.0334)•• .7105(.0569)•• .9425(.0216)•• .9675(.0249)�• .9700(.0286)• .9840(.0158)
0vs5 80 .9630(.0196)•• .9633(.0196)•• .6403(.0434)•• .9688(.0190)•• .9743(.0159)•• .9868(.0088)� .9888(.0099)

160 .9571(.0137)•• .9528(.0136)•• .6691(.0271)•• .9575(.0121)•• .9619(.0131)•• .9794(.0097)� .9875(.0090)
320 .9604(.0104)•• .9585(.0102)•• .6508(.0220)•• .9534(.0134)•• .9633(.0090)•• .9738(.0058)� .9721(.0066)

Mnist 60 .9043(.0424)•• .9093(.0399)•• .5137(.0534)•• .9192(.0204)�• .9293(.0409)�� .9280(.0339)• .9403(.0265)
0vs3vs5 120 .9233(.0218)•• .9240(.0243)•• .4852(.0381)•• .9092(.0122)•• .9297(.0197)•• .9458(.0178)� .9497(.0130)

240 .9125(.0165)•• .9133(.0134)•• .4653(.0266)•• .9190(.0139)•• .9149(.0126)•• .9345(.0141)� .9348(.0135)
480 .9265(.0110)•• .9232(.0101)•• .4843(.0182)•• .9165(.0057)•• .9281(.0088)•• .9330(.0086)� .9337(.0079)

DNA 60 .7693(.0495)•• .8017(.0511)•• .3063(.0499)•• .8442(.0539)•• .8903(.0396)•• .9183(.0246)� .9253(.0248)
120 .8418(.0327)•• .8630(.0308)•• .3855(.0428)•• .8775(.0317)•• .9095(.0333)•• .9315(.0191)� .9322(.0172)
240 .8732(.0182)•• .8890(.0203)•• .3778(.0256)•• .9019(.0186)•• .9162(.0163)•• .9385(.0111)� .9343(.0132)
300 .8857(.0174)•• .8969(.0188)•• .3957(.0242)•• .9113(.0166)•• .9147(.0142)•• .9405(.0120)◦ .9348(.0118)

Splice 40 .6625(.0621)•• .6755(.0618)•• .4640(.0513)•• .7575(.0376)•• .7280(.0664)•• .8150(.0468)� .8025(.0455)
80 .7512(.0403)•• .7597(.0446)•• .4680(.0486)•• .7694(.0370)•• .7902(.0499)•� .8122(.0373)� .8050(.0353)
160 .8084(.0258)•• .8116(.0244)•• .4829(.0354)•• .8031(.0192)•• .8317(.0243)�� .8400(.0203)� .8391(.0205)
320 .8408(.0174)•• .8387(.0171)•• .4961(.0232)•• .8222(.0131)•• .8476(.0164)•• .8555(.0132)� .8594(.0138)

SensIT 60 .6533(.0536)•• .6513(.0561)•• .5533(.0727)•• .6500(.0454)•• .6930(.0509)•• .7113(.0443)� .7147(.0482)
Vehicle 120 .6418(.0482)•• .6550(.0439)•• .5777(.0512)•• .6608(.0352)•• .6767(.0361)•• .7253(.0410)� .7218(.0365)

240 .6816(.0287)•• .6805(.0293)•• .5942(.0352)•• .6473(.0166)•• .6894(.0237)•• .7237(.0187)� .7242(.0183)
480 .7088(.0177)•• .7076(.0164)•• .6065(.0214)•• .6569(.0141)•• .7150(.0181)�• .7206(.0132)� .7223(.0139)

Gisette 40 .8795(.0564)•• .8710(.0566)•• .8550(.0627)•• .9325(.0160)•• .9235(.0442)•• .9600(.0331)• .9710(.0185)
100 .9172(.0276)•• .9028(.0286)•• .9116(.0264)•• .9475(.0102)•• .9496(.0199)•• .9714(.0128)� .9756(.0126)
200 .9133(.0155)•• .9039(.0181)•• .8998(.0201)•• .9492(.0088)•� .9345(.0146)•• .9559(.0095)� .9539(.0106)
300 .9413(.0106)•• .9308(.0109)•• .9231(.0126)•• .9568(.0085)•� .9504(.0088)•� .9636(.0069)◦ .9533(.0093)

USPS 20 .9200(.0544)�• .9230(.0419)�• .7020(.0984)•• .9600(.0251)◦� .9460(.0552)�� .9380(.0558)• .9620(.0312)
0vs5 40 .9570(.0391)�• .9490(.0449)•• .7690(.0682)•• .9662(.0219)�� .9685(.0334)�� .9685(.0194)� .9740(.0195)

60 .9583(.0253)•• .9527(.0292)•• .7853(.0525)•• .9617(.0172)•• .9703(.0216)�• .9767(.0151)� .9813(.0120)
80 .9690(.0221)•• .9712(.0199)•• .8040(.0388)•• .9612(.0134)•• .9745(.0160)�� .9770(.0122)� .9778(.0119)

USPS 30 .8840(.0596)�• .8867(.0614)�• .5280(.0754)•• .8850(.0229)�• .8813(.0539)•• .9033(.0416)� .9153(.0394)
0vs3vs5 60 .9247(.0402)•• .9280(.0344)�� .5860(.0658)•• .9167(.0214)•• .9193(.0269)•• .9383(.0229)� .9380(.0254)

90 .9293(.0253)•• .9278(.0269)•• .6024(.0457)•• .9206(.0155)•• .9244(.0174)•• .9471(.0169)� .9478(.0165)
120 .9307(.0188)•• .9318(.0200)•• .5938(.0359)•• .9325(.0153)•• .9208(.0155)•• .9447(.0150)� .9435(.0146)

Protein 60 .4487(.0755)•• .4277(.0740)•• .3913(.0651)•• .5767(.0571)•• .4937(.0615)•• .6250(.0491)� .6447(.0545)
150 .3940(.0377)•• .3781(.0384)•• .3597(.0387)•• .5477(.0276)�� .4451(.0472)•• .5535(.0344)� .5460(.0378)
300 .5597(.0234)•• .5535(.0255)•• .3924(.0290)•• .5827(.0236)•� .5799(.0306)•• .6136(.0237)◦ .5945(.0255)
450 .5944(.0199)•• .5831(.0206)•• .4184(.0224)•• .5854(.0209)•• .6054(.0234)�� .6126(.0216)� .6091(.0205)

Satimage 30 .9500(.0453)•• .9413(.0439)•• .9233(.0536)•• .9133(.0417)•• .9587(.0319)•• .9807(.0244)� .9747(.0366)
60 .9707(.0291)•� .9600(.0282)•• .9447(.0318)•• .8900(.0212)•• .9617(.0261)•• .9817(.0219)� .9760(.0231)
90 .9744(.0165)•� .9693(.0186)•� .9353(.0288)•• .9239(.0220)•• .9656(.0213)•� .9858(.0112)◦ .9729(.0208)
120 .9717(.0186)•� .9735(.0161)•� .9513(.0205)•• .9567(.0159)•• .9652(.0148)•� .9845(.0114)◦ .9685(.0194)

OPIDe: win/tie/loss 37/3/0 37/3/0 40/0/0 35/4/1 31/9/0 - 4/32/4
OPID: win/tie/loss 37/3/0 37/3/0 40/0/0 34/6/0 30/10/0 4/32/4 -

TABLE 3
The multi-shot testing accuracies (mean±std.) of the compared methods on 6 data sets with different number of training and testing examples in

Task 1. The other settings are the same as that in Table 2.

Data set ni SVM SVM(s) SVM(a) SVM(o) SVMe MOPIDe MOPID
Mnist 40 .8990(.0515)•• .9035(.0505)•• .5840(.0738)•• .9280(.0439)•• .9170(.0496)•• .9535(.0375)� .9575(.0347)
0vs5 80 .9210(.0342)•• .9263(.0344)•• .6245(.0549)•• .9310(.0268)•• .9260(.0246)•• .9570(.0217)� .9592(.0223)

160 .9375(.0158)•• .9371(.0170)•• .6421(.0393)•• .9252(.0188)•• .9422(.0193)•• .9553(.0161)� .9529(.0180)
320 .9489(.0137)�� .9493(.0133)�� .6583(.0288)•• .9243(.0133)•• .9493(.0140)�� .9522(.0133)� .9504(.0139)

SensIT 60 .6360(.0521)•• .6397(.0516)•• .6110(.0399)•• .6513(.0553)�� .6310(.0548)•• .6667(.0530)� .6603(.0485)
Vehicle 120 .6482(.0440)•• .6505(.0429)•• .6140(.0317)•• .6528(.0413)•• .6413(.0428)•• .6750(.0461)� .6715(.0456)

240 .6538(.0336)•• .6560(.0314)•• .6209(.0201)•• .6515(.0276)•• .6474(.0233)•• .6722(.0299)� .6687(.0269)
480 .6688(.0190)�� .6700(.0217)�� .6197(.0160)•• .6494(.0179)•• .6485(.0220)•• .6740(.0171)� .6694(.0201)

Gisette 40 .8520(.0622)•• .8370(.0649)•• .8420(.0581)•• .9155(.0427)•• .8890(.0515)•• .9415(.0383)� .9420(.0337)
100 .8954(.0340)•• .8734(.0382)•• .8838(.0299)•• .9214(.0265)•• .9120(.0336)•• .9508(.0235)� .9436(.0188)
200 .9256(.0201)•• .9068(.0219)•• .9136(.0196)•• .9217(.0165)•• .9256(.0179)•• .9488(.0139)◦ .9381(.0150)
300 .9285(.0144)•• .9153(.0183)•• .9187(.0170)•• .9167(.0141)•• .9288(.0152)•� .9465(.0112)� .9391(.0145)

USPS 20 .8870(.0741)•• .8770(.0943)•• .6750(.1367)•• .9350(.0617)�� .9050(.0574)•• .9290(.0632)� .9460(.0542)
0vs5 40 .9230(.0497)•• .9255(.0418)•• .7665(.0743)•• .9180(.0518)•• .9210(.0390)•• .9495(.0376)� .9550(.0331)

60 .9400(.0318)�• .9280(.0379)•• .7833(.0620)•• .9347(.0279)•• .9330(.0341)•• .9523(.0326)� .9520(.0306)
80 .9453(.0257)�� .9370(.0257)•• .8157(.0466)•• .9327(.0297)•• .9382(.0215)•� .9522(.0255)� .9472(.0252)

USPS 30 .6507(.0678)•• .6533(.0785)•• .5033(.0986)•• .6867(.0621)•� .6747(.0772)•� .7340(.0900)� .6993(.0927)
0vs3vs5 60 .6960(.0581)•• .6897(.0583)•• .5640(.0680)•• .7003(.0620)•• .7013(.0563)•• .7533(.0425)� .7373(.0585)

90 .7096(.0437)•• .7107(.0507)•• .5929(.0567)•• .7053(.0442)•• .7064(.0367)•• .7558(.0419)◦ .7347(.0360)
120 .7407(.0382)�� .7242(.0401)•• .6152(.0361)•• .7055(.0364)•• .7333(.0361)•� .7483(.0338)� .7412(.0413)

Protein 60 .4147(.0548)•• .4280(.0617)•• .3633(.0660)•• .5047(.0660)�� .4640(.0841)•• .5237(.0601)� .5270(.0582)
150 .4484(.0435)•• .4544(.0498)•• .3796(.0402)•• .5227(.0339)•• .4895(.0570)•• .5391(.0363)� .5381(.0377)
300 .4820(.0307)•• .4859(.0307)•• .3873(.0307)•• .5126(.0258)•� .5131(.0270)•� .5333(.0301)� .5246(.0332)
450 .5101(.0260)•• .5078(.0257)•• .3997(.0270)•• .5111(.0202)•• .5158(.0269)•• .5330(.0224)� .5295(.0231)

MOPIDe: win/tie/loss 19/5/0 22/2/0 24/0/0 21/3/0 23/1/0 - 2/22/0
MOPID: win/tie/loss 20/4/0 22/2/0 24/0/0 19/5/0 18/6/0 0/22/2 -

with this, the number of training and testing examples also
changes in the last testing stage. We randomly split the

original data as training and testing.

(3) We assign the first d(v) features as vanished features,
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TABLE 4
The multi-shot testing accuracies (mean±std.) of the compared methods on 6 data sets with different number of training and testing examples in

Task 2. The other settings are the same as that in Table 2.

Data set ni SVM SVM(s) SVM(a) SVM(o) SVMe MOPIDe MOPID
Mnist 40 .9495(.0424)•• .9085(.0478)•• .9135(.0472)•• .9465(.0398)•• .9655(.0265)•• .9785(.0220)� .9800(.0175)
0vs5 80 .9555(.0246)•• .9400(.0292)•• .9197(.0318)•• .9453(.0242)•• .9650(.0194)•• .9740(.0171)� .9778(.0148)

160 .9684(.0146)•• .9572(.0162)•• .9444(.0157)•• .9446(.0158)•• .9660(.0126)•• .9762(.0148)� .9771(.0129)
320 .9742(.0100)�� .9650(.0105)•• .9484(.0131)•• .9456(.0126)•• .9644(.0083)•• .9754(.0089)� .9755(.0093)

SensIT 60 .6413(.0623)•• .4893(.0851)•• .6373(.0604)•• .5523(.0601)•• .6840(.0542)�• .7043(.0634)� .7117(.0582)
Vehicle 120 .6697(.0522)•• .5288(.0564)•• .6530(.0475)•• .5413(.0303)•• .7032(.0372)�• .6937(.0511)• .7238(.0469)

240 .6969(.0341)�• .5649(.0361)•• .6608(.0316)•• .5436(.0223)•• .6907(.0300)�• .7004(.0394)• .7318(.0332)
480 .7205(.0179)•• .5865(.0236)•• .6722(.0166)•• .5406(.0169)•• .6938(.0191)•• .7043(.0294)• .7363(.0200)

Gisette 40 .8460(.0528)•• .8230(.0681)•• .8370(.0540)•• .9375(.0362)�• .9325(.0379)�• .9460(.0450)� .9585(.0352)
100 .8918(.0374)•• .8824(.0358)•• .8744(.0392)•• .9406(.0254)•• .9372(.0193)•• .9550(.0214)• .9632(.0190)
200 .9222(.0168)•• .9115(.0189)•• .9017(.0221)•• .9328(.0176)•• .9346(.0148)•• .9549(.0148)• .9610(.0127)
300 .9295(.0166)•• .9191(.0186)•• .9159(.0152)•• .9359(.0119)•• .9361(.0113)•• .9526(.0126)• .9594(.0118)

USPS 20 .9060(.0733)•• .8810(.0677)•• .9020(.0728)•• .9320(.0513)•• .9450(.0455)�• .9610(.0528)� .9640(.0379)
0vs5 40 .9355(.0466)•• .9120(.0469)•• .9260(.0463)•• .9250(.0319)•• .9455(.0252)•• .9630(.0332)� .9695(.0283)

60 .9513(.0295)•• .9270(.0416)•• .9410(.0332)•• .9180(.0364)•• .9470(.0186)•• .9660(.0226)� .9693(.0253)
80 .9530(.0235)•• .9267(.0299)•• .9372(.0324)•• .9277(.0282)•• .9432(.0239)•• .9653(.0179)� .9685(.0181)

USPS 30 .8660(.0705)•• .8613(.0644)•• .6460(.0779)•• .8973(.0579)•• .9107(.0466)�• .9240(.0490)� .9300(.0443)
0vs3vs5 60 .9030(.0371)�• .8833(.0423)•• .6800(.0602)•• .9057(.0428)�• .9093(.0317)�• .9150(.0474)� .9257(.0383)

90 .9040(.0320)•• .8898(.0409)•• .7196(.0509)•• .9009(.0317)•• .9116(.0237)•• .9269(.0255)� .9291(.0244)
120 .9132(.0282)•• .8968(.0274)•• .7110(.0418)•• .8945(.0230)•• .9043(.0225)•• .9210(.0330)• .9327(.0172)

Protein 60 .4617(.0661)•• .4100(.0750)•• .4210(.0554)•• .5450(.0595)�• .5613(.0607)�• .5573(.0701)• .5960(.0805)
150 .5232(.0422)•• .4641(.0343)•• .4735(.0411)•• .5411(.0426)•• .5516(.0415)•• .5779(.0455)• .6127(.0371)
300 .5593(.0276)•• .4843(.0322)•• .4923(.0296)•• .5409(.0277)•• .5556(.0266)•• .5768(.0330)• .6107(.0228)
450 .5777(.0240)�• .5054(.0263)•• .5041(.0219)•• .5438(.0257)•• .5587(.0211)•• .5797(.0274)• .6087(.0234)

MOPIDe: win/tie/loss 20/4/0 24/0/0 24/0/0 21/3/0 16/8/0 - 0/13/11
MOPID: win/tie/loss 23/1/0 24/0/0 24/0/0 24/0/0 24/0/0 11/13/0 -

the next d(s) features as survived features and the rest as aug-
mented features. Without specification, in our experiments,
the first quarter and the last quarter are vanished features
and augmented features, except for DNA and Splice, since
their original dimensionality is low.

(4) The parameters are tuned by 5-fold cross validation.
The multi-class problem is solved by one-vs-rest strategy.

In multi-shot scenario, we split the data in three stages
for illustration. Besides above mentioned settings, its addi-
tional settings are: (1) We split all the batches in one-shot
scenario into two stages with equal number of data points.
(2) All the features are divided into four equal parts with
the original order. Stage 1 and Stage 2 share the second part.
Stage 2 and Stage 3 share the third part. The first part is the
vanished features in Stage 1 the last part is the augmented
features in Stage 3.

We will compare OPID with other related methods. To
show whether the classifier trained in C-stage is helpful,
we also train a SVM classifier on the whole training data
in E-stage. For simplicity, this method is notated by SVM.
Besides, to show the effectiveness of expanding in E-stage,
we also train the same kind of classifiers on training data
in E-stage with survived features and augmented features
respectively. They are named as SVM(s) and SVM(a). Besides,
if we ignore the vanished features and augmented features,
we can train a classifier on training data in both C-stage
and E-stage with only survived feature in one-pass way. We
name this method as SVM(o) and using the popular Pegasos
algorithm [34] for implementation. Finally, a ensemble of the
SVM learned from survived features in C-stage and the SVM
trained from the whole data in E-stage is also compared. It
is named as SVMe and can demonstrate the effectiveness of
our expanding strategy.

4.2 One-Shot Classification Accuracy Comparison

To show the effectiveness of our method, we take Φ(x) = x
in Eq. (14) and thus the classifiers are linear. Then, for fair-

ness, SVM, SVM(s), SVM(a), SVM(o), SVMe and the classifiers
in Eq. (3) are all linear. We implement it using the LibLinear
toolbox [31] with L2-regularized logistic regression model
with different kinds of training data. With 50 independent
random splitting, the mean classification accuracy results
of different methods on different data sets are presented in
Table 2. Together with these results, the paired t-test is also
conducted. There are several observations.

(1) When we use the classifier trained in C-stage to
assist learning in E-stage, the testing performance increases
significantly, especially when the training points in E-stage
are rare. This is consistent with intuition since the assistance
from C-stage will be weaker with more training points.

(2) Compared with the accuracy of SVM(a), our methods
have a remarkable improvement. It means that our methods
could, to some extent, inherit the benefit from C-stage.

(3) Compared with SVM(o), since our methods also
consider the vanished and augmented features, OPID and
OPIDe achieve better performances. Compared with the
results of SVMe, our methods perform better in most cases.
It indicates that our expanding strategy can inherit the
classification information in an effective way.

(4) Compared OPID with OPIDe, it seems that OPID
performs slightly better than OPIDe in most data sets. The
t-test results show that their performances tie in most cases.
Nevertheless, their performances are also data dependent.

(5) It seems that our methods achieve more significant
improvement on biological data sets (DNA, Splice, Protein)
than image data sets (Mnist, Gisette and Satimage). It may
be caused by the fact that the biological data is more time
dependent than the image data and it is more consistent
with our settings.

4.3 Multi-Shot Classification Accuracy Comparison

Following the setup in Section 4.1, we divide all the training
patches in C-stage in one-shot scenario into two stages
with equal number of batches. If the total batch number
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Fig. 4. Comparison to the benchmark. Pegasos, OPMV and TCA should assume that all the vanished features are known in E-stage and all the
augmented features are known in C-stage. We name them as the benchmark and they are not applicable to our setting.
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Fig. 5. Experimental results with compact and original representations. SVM trained on compact representation Z(s)
T1+1 are named as Compact. If

the input of OPID, i.e., Z(s)
T1+1 is replaced by the original representation X(s)

T1+1, the results are named as Original.

is odd, the batch number in each stage is the floor of total
batch number divided by 2. The data in E-stage in one-shot
scenario is assigned as instances in the third stage. Note that,
as mentioned in Section 4.1, the feature type is different from
that in the one-shot case. Similar to the case in the one-shot
scenario, we name our method in the multi-shot scenario as
MOPIDe and MOPID correspondingly.

There are totally two tasks in the multi-shot scenario.
For the second task, data in the last batch in Stage 2 is
assigned for testing and its previous batch for training. The
other batches in Stage 2 are used for training compressing
classifiers in one-pass way. Tables 3 and 4 are the testing
accuracy of the first and second tasks. As seen from these
results, we have the following observations.

(1) The accuracies of MOPID and MOPIDe are both bet-
ter than other compared methods in most cases, no matter
which task we choose. For example, as illustrated by the
statistical results, our methods win in most cases and are
never worse than other methods.

(2) Comparing the results in Table 3 with that in Table
2, it seems that the improvement of our methods with
respect to other methods is larger in one-shot case. The
reason is that, in one-shot scenario, the training data is much
more than that in the multi-shot scenario. Another reason is
that the number of survived features is larger in one-shot
scenario. It demonstrates that our methods can extract and
transfer useful information from C-stage to E-stage.

(3) Comparing the results in Table 3 with that in Table
4, it seems that the accuracies of our methods in Task 2 are
slightly higher than their counterparts in Task 1. It is caused

by the fact that we have also performed compressing in
Stage 2 and the compressing is integrated into the expand-
ing in Task Two. It can also demonstrate the effectiveness of
our strategy in tackling the second task.

(4) The statistical results in Table 3 and 4 indicate that the
improvement of MOPID with respect to MOPIDe is larger
in the second task. MOPID wins 13 times and never loses
in Task 2, whereas MOPID loses 2 times and never wins in
Task 1. The reason may be that the numbers of two kinds of
features in Task 2 are more balanced and the strategy shown
in Eq. (14) favors the case with balanced feature numbers.

4.4 Performance Analyses
There are totally four groups of experiments in this section.
We compare our method with the results in the ideal case,
in which the features are assumed to be not vanished. Then,
we show the effectiveness of using compact representation
shown in Eq. (3). We also present some experimental results
with different numbers of survived features and the influ-
ences of parameters are also discussed.

4.4.1 The Effectiveness of Compressing and Expanding
To show the effectiveness of compressing and expanding,
we propose to compare our method with three ’ideal cases’.
We assume that all the vanished features are known in E-
stage and all the augmented features are known in C-stage.
(1) In the first case, taking all the data with three types of
features as the input, we use traditional one-pass learning
methods by employing the online SVM algorithm with the
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Fig. 6. Accuracy comparison of different methods with different percents of vanished features, survived features and augmented features.
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Fig. 7. Parameter influence of OPID and OPIDe in one-shot scenario. The x-axis represents the variable λ, y-axis represents γ and z-axis is the
accuracy. Since OPIDe does not has the parameter γ, we draw its results in a x-z plane with y = 0.

Pegasos implementation. (2) If we consider different types of
features as different views, we can also employ the one-pass
multiple view learning approaches. We joint the vanished
and survived features as the first view, the survived and
augmented features as the second view. Then, the one-pass
multiple view learning approach, named as OPMV [11], is
employed as the benchmark. (3) If different types of features
have different characters, transfer learning may be another
effective learning paradigm. As in OPMV, we assume that
the data points in the first and second views are coming
from the source domain and target domain respectively. One
popular transfer learning approach named as TCA [21] is
used for comparison. Note that, all these methods cannot be
used to solve the problem in our setting directly. We conduct
experiments on eight data sets. The comparison results are
shown in Fig. 4 and we have the following observations.

(1) Comparing OPID and OPIDe with the benchmarks,
it seems that OPID and OPIDe have achieved almost the
same accuracy, even though we cannot access the vanished
features in E-stage and the augmented features in C-stage.
It means that by compressing, our methods have inherited
the information characterized by the vanished features.

(2) On some data sets, such as DNA, our methods even
perform better than the benchmark. It indicates that our
methods can extract the discriminative information, which
is helpful to improve the classification performance, in an
efficient way.

(3) Compared with TCA, the representative method of
transfer learning, OPID and OPIDe perform better in most
data sets, except USPS. It may be caused by the slightly strict
assumption of TCA that there are common components
between two domains.

4.4.2 Why to Use Compact Representation
As mentioned above, in E-stage, we have used the compact
representation computed by classifier trained in C-stage, i.e.,

Z(s)
T1+1, instead of the original representation X(s)

T1+1. It can
be regarded as the key step to inherit the useful classification
information in C-stage. To show the effectiveness of this
representation, we compare OPID with SVM trained on
Z(s)

T1+1. The corresponding results are named as compact.
Besides, we replace the input of OPID, i.e., Z(s)

T1+1, by the
original representation X(s)

T1+1 and the results are named as
original in Fig. 5. We have the following observations.

(1) Compared with the experimental results with original
representations, only the original SVM classifier using the
compact representations could achieve even higher accuracy
when the number of training points is small. It indicates that
compact representations are very informative for classifica-
tion. This may be caused by the fact that the classifier in
C-stage is trained by a considerable amount of data.

(2) Compared with the results of SVM on compact
representations, our OPID approach achieves better per-
formances. It can also validate the effectiveness of our
expanding strategy.

4.4.3 The Influence of Survived Features
To illustrate the effectiveness of survived features, we vary
the percentages of survived features and compare our meth-
ods with other related works in one-shot scenario. As in
the setting in Section 4.2, we conduct experiments on four
data sets. Similar to the way of assigning three kinds of
features, we select different percentages of features in the
middle as the survived features. The rest are assigned as
vanished features and augmented features with equal fea-
ture number. For illustration, we set ni = 120, 120, 240, 100
for Mnist0vs3vs5, DNA, SensIT Vehicle and Gisette. The
comparison results are shown in Fig. 6 and there are at least
three observations from these results.

(1) Our proposed methods outperform traditional meth-
ods, no matter what the percentage of survived features
is. It validates the effectiveness of our method in dealing
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TABLE 5
Computational time (mean±std) of different methods. The settings are the same as that in Table 2 in main body. The listed results are CPU time

(in second) with naive Matlab implementation.

Data set ni SVM SVM(s) SVM(a) SVM(o) SVMe OPIDe OPID
Mnist 40 0.0014(0.0022) 0.0019(0.0066) 0.0013(0.0102) 1.2932(0.3935) 16.6141(0.0156) 3.3275(0.0331) 3.4473(0.0732)
0vs5 80 0.0059(0.0204) 0.0034(0.0145) 0.0037(0.0146) 1.5182(0.3547) 7.6737(0.1020) 1.5569(0.0968) 2.0527(0.1865)

160 0.0134(0.0260) 0.0081(0.0230) 0.0028(0.0108) 1.2031(0.3771) 2.4071(0.1300) 0.4914(0.0823) 1.0181(0.3055)
320 0.0265(0.0294) 0.0094(0.0197) 0.0031(0.0095) 1.3017(0.5109) 4.5006(0.1472) 0.9344(0.1562) 1.7013(0.4707)

Mnist 60 0.0090(0.0242) 0.0062(0.0178) 0.0050(0.0168) 3.3091(0.9802) 6.7533(0.1211) 1.3853(0.1094) 1.6021(0.1278)
0vs3vs5 120 0.0137(0.0237) 0.0053(0.0128) 0.0059(0.0172) 3.7344(1.1896) 5.2947(0.1186) 1.1201(0.1435) 1.5959(0.2462)

240 0.0150(0.0197) 0.0075(0.0110) 0.0047(0.0110) 3.4064(1.1251) 4.9889(0.0984) 1.1123(0.1657) 1.5410(0.2546)
480 0.0200(0.0126) 0.0168(0.0160) 0.0078(0.0127) 3.8854(1.5400) 2.2839(0.0631) 0.5366(0.1600) 1.5663(0.6074)

DNA 60 0.0034(0.0096) 0.0031(0.0095) 0.0019(0.0075) 0.2677(0.1255) 0.6412(0.0480) 0.1310(0.0309) 0.1679(0.0226)
120 0.0050(0.0116) 0.0022(0.0077) 0.0028(0.0087) 0.2852(0.1266) 0.1030(0.0578) 0.0484(0.0741) 0.0802(0.0337)
240 0.0059(0.0130) 0.0041(0.0113) 0.0025(0.0086) 0.2683(0.1158) 0.0296(0.0648) 0.0390(0.0743) 0.0858(0.0405)
300 0.0087(0.0142) 0.0056(0.0121) 0.0050(0.0116) 0.3133(0.0940) 0.3557(0.0708) 0.0936(0.0630) 0.1732(0.0437)

Splice 40 0.0001(0.0001) 0.0025(0.0086) 0.0001(0.0001) 0.1916(0.1390) 0.6240(0.0001) 0.1279(0.0221) 0.1360(0.0155)
80 0.0012(0.0062) 0.0016(0.0065) 0.0019(0.0098) 0.2615(0.0952) 0.0062(0.0309) 0.0094(0.0374) 0.0168(0.0160)
160 0.0041(0.0104) 0.0016(0.0065) 0.0012(0.0062) 0.3457(0.0944) 0.4103(0.0518) 0.0858(0.0394) 0.1017(0.0145)
320 0.0044(0.0126) 0.0094(0.0158) 0.0009(0.0049) 0.2911(0.1051) 0.1778(0.0631) 0.0468(0.0473) 0.0580(0.0181)

SensIT 60 0.0025(0.0086) 0.0059(0.0151) 0.0016(0.0065) 67.7247(9.4323) 8.0465(0.0428) 1.6068(0.0001) 1.6262(0.0168)
Vehicle 120 0.0066(0.0130) 0.0053(0.0116) 0.0016(0.0065) 59.0819(8.3225) 1.8268(0.0651) 0.3713(0.0428) 0.3813(0.0181)

240 0.0109(0.0123) 0.0084(0.0145) 0.0037(0.0102) 64.1195(7.8786) 1.3026(0.0615) 0.2636(0.0437) 0.2870(0.0256)
480 0.0190(0.0185) 0.0165(0.0156) 0.0037(0.0102) 61.9152(7.1927) 0.7192(0.0923) 0.1700(0.0651) 0.1610(0.0226)

Gisette 40 0.0152(0.0111) 0.0081(0.0110) 0.0071(0.0126) 46.9862(5.2145) 1998.8392(0.0556) 399.8804(0.1808) 406.5304(2.3150)
100 0.0380(0.0220) 0.0293(0.0210) 0.0174(0.0168) 46.1382(5.3958) 790.2573(0.1104) 158.1990(0.1674) 171.4660(3.1857)
200 0.0985(0.0598) 0.0758(0.0481) 0.0377(0.0233) 46.8723(4.9138) 444.7838(0.2991) 88.99077(0.0743) 112.2046(2.1375)
300 0.1475(0.0679) 0.1004(0.0442) 0.0539(0.0256) 45.7675(4.3388) 321.1639(0.3395) 64.30049(0.1216) 91.5987(1.3396)

USPS 20 0.0006(0.0044) 0.0016(0.0065) 0.0001(0.0001) 0.1251(0.0584) 0.9391(0.0221) 0.1934(0.0309) 0.2206(0.0223)
0vs5 40 0.0009(0.0066) 0.0034(0.0119) 0.0009(0.0066) 0.1529(0.0755) 1.5647(0.0331) 0.3120(0.0001) 0.3566(0.0244)

60 0.0009(0.0066) 0.0031(0.0126) 0.0016(0.0079) 0.1179(0.0338) 0.3167(0.0331) 0.0749(0.0507) 0.1042(0.0124)
80 0.0047(0.0187) 0.0078(0.0236) 0.0062(0.0214) 0.2421(0.0432) 0.0234(0.0936) 0.0359(0.1048) 0.0855(0.0340)

USPS 30 0.0031(0.0095) 0.0025(0.0086) 0.0028(0.0087) 0.3916(0.1635) 1.2636(0.0473) 0.2621(0.0428) 0.2930(0.0214)
0vs3vs5 60 0.0081(0.0207) 0.0062(0.0178) 0.0044(0.0155) 0.3707(0.0869) 0.9766(0.1036) 0.2122(0.0855) 0.2658(0.0424)

90 0.0231(0.0328) 0.0047(0.0152) 0.0012(0.0062) 0.2003(0.0755) 0.4274(0.1639) 0.1186(0.1309) 0.1569(0.0394)
120 0.0172(0.0288) 0.0034(0.0091) 0.0037(0.0102) 0.1819(0.0477) 0.3978(0.1438) 0.1014(0.1243) 0.2000(0.0960)

Protein 60 0.0047(0.0161) 0.0025(0.0111) 0.0012(0.0088) 2.6464(0.6283) 7.9015(0.0807) 1.5881(0.0618) 1.7472(0.1025)
150 0.0119(0.0265) 0.0037(0.0136) 0.0019(0.0075) 3.0679(0.9241) 2.4773(0.1324) 0.5086(0.0855) 0.8324(0.1286)
300 0.0153(0.0251) 0.0097(0.0214) 0.0050(0.0142) 2.8813(1.1182) 1.9485(0.1256) 0.4649(0.1498) 0.8237(0.1987)
450 0.0115(0.0196) 0.0100(0.0133) 0.0056(0.0121) 3.1899(1.1290) 1.3057(0.0982) 0.3292(0.1516) 0.9806(0.3811)

Satimage 30 0.0019(0.0098) 0.0006(0.0044) 0.0006(0.0044) 0.1554(0.0605) 0.0874(0.0489) 0.0218(0.0309) 0.0399(0.0170)
60 0.0012(0.0062) 0.0031(0.0095) 0.0025(0.0086) 0.1763(0.0554) 0.0062(0.0309) 0.0094(0.0374) 0.0218(0.0144)
90 0.0022(0.0089) 0.0006(0.0044) 0.0006(0.0044) 0.1326(0.0807) 0.3229(0.0446) 0.0796(0.0480) 0.0780(0.0158)
120 0.0006(0.0044) 0.0012(0.0062) 0.0019(0.0075) 0.0827(0.0648) 0.0031(0.0221) 0.0031(0.0221) 0.0106(0.0162)

with the problem in this setting. Besides, compared with
other approaches, the variance of our methods w.r.t. the
number of survived feature is smaller. It may be caused
by the fact that our method is designed for this problem
setting whereas other methods aim at solving the general
classification problem.

(2) With the increasing number of survived features,
OPID and OPIDe achieve higher accuracies on the SensIT
Vehicle data. Nevertheless, their performances have a little
turbulence on Gisette data. The reason may be that com-
pared with SensIT Vehicle data whose total feature number
is 100, the feature number of Gisette is 4955. It tends to be
suffered from the curse of dimensionality [35].

(3) The performance of SVM(a) decreases drastically in
most cases. The reason is that the feature number of input
data of SVM(a) is monotonically decreasing and we use
linear classifier for evaluation. In other words, the input data
with fewer features can be regarded as a subset of the data
points with more features.

4.4.4 Influence of Parameters
In this section, we will show the influence of two most
important parameters, λ in Eq. (2) and γ in Eq. (14). λ
is used to measure the importance of compressing and γ
is a parameter to balance the importance of two ensemble
classifiers. In the following experiments, we will vary them
within a range i.e., {1, 2, · · · , 9} and show the classification
accuracy in one-shot case. Note that, OPIDe is only related

TABLE 6
The details about experimental setting on real data.

c
∑T1

i=1 ni d(v) d(s) d(a) Training Percent
2 450 36 40 76 0.15, 0.18, 0.21, 0.24, 0.27, 0.30

to λ and the performance of OPID is influenced by both λ
and γ. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

(1) Although the performances of both OPID and OPIDs
are affected by the choice of parameters, their performances
do not change drastically when the parameters vary within
a certain range. In other words, the performances of our
methods are not so sensitive to parameters.

(2) Compared with λ, the influence of γ towards OPID is
more heavy. As seen from the surfaces in all sub-figures, the
changes in x-axis (corresponding to γ) are larger than that
in y-axis (corresponding to λ). It may be caused by the fact
that γ is employed to ensemble the classifiers and it is more
direct to have influence on the final result.

(3) Different kinds of data sets have different reaction-
s towards the changing of parameters. For example, the
largest variance is about 4%(in Splice) and the smallest
variance is only about 1.5%(in Satimage). It is data de-
pendent and difficult to have common conclusion about
when the impact of parameters is small, since parameter
determination is still an open problem.

4.4.5 Computational Time Comparison
We present the computational time of different methods
shown in Table 2. With the same setting as that in Table
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TABLE 7
The testing accuracies (mean±std.) of the compared methods on the real data sets with different percent of training points. The other settings are

the same as that in Table 2.

Percent SVM SVM(s) SVM(a) SVM(o) SVMe OPIDe OPID
0.15 .7664(.0902)•• .7506(.0791)•• .7617(.0882)•• .8756(.0218)•• .8652(.0530)•• .8936(.0611)• .9153(.0226)
0.18 .8774(.0655)•• .8419(.0732)•• .8711(.0681)•• .8784(.0280)•• .9085(.0289)�• .9124(.0294)• .9244(.0228)
0.21 .8632(.0776)•• .8368(.0752)•• .8532(.0821)•• .8792(.0271)•• .9094(.0286)�• .9129(.0335)• .9255(.0213)
0.24 .8473(.0836)•• .8318(.0775)•• .8502(.0866)•• .8762(.0280)•• .8852(.0478)•• .9087(.0286)• .9233(.0219)
0.27 .8284(.0913)•• .8129(.0840)•• .8107(.0899)•• .8770(.0343)•• .9029(.0369)•• .9157(.0345)� .9152(.0337)
0.30 .8889(.0541)•• .8606(.0581)•• .8891(.0592)•• .8778(.0350)•• .9078(.0368)�• .9056(.0317)• .9154(.0402)

OPIDe: win/tie/loss 6/0/0 6/0/0 6/0/0 6/0/0 3/3/0 - 0/1/5
OPID: win/tie/loss 6/0/0 6/0/0 6/0/0 6/0/0 6/0/0 0/5/1 -

2, we conduct experiments on 10 data sets and compare our
method with SVM, SVM(s), SVM(a) and SVM(o).

For justice, these methods are all implemented in their
original formulation, without using other accelerating s-
trategies. Similar to the setting in Table 2, we fix number
of training points and randomly select training points for
50 runs. With a naive MATLAB implementation, the cal-
culations are made on a Xeon 3.4GHz CPU/32GB RAM
Windows machine. The CPU time costs of different methods
are listed in Table 5.

(1) On most data sets, the naive implementations of
SVM, i.e., SVM, SVM(s) and SVM(a), cost the least time. This
is because that these methods only focus on the training
in E-stage, without considering data in C-stage. Among the
other four methods, our methods consume less time than
SVM(o) and SVMe in most cases.

(2) For different methods, the time cost is dominated
by different factors. For example, comparing the results on
SensIT Vehicle and Gisette data sets, we know that SVMe
and our methods are heavily affected by the dimensionality
since they need to solve the problem in Eq. (8) with complex-
ity O((d(v) +2d(s))3). SVM(o), however, is heavily affected by
the number of points since it is an online method.

(3) In most cases, the training time increases with the
addition of ni. However, it is violated on Gisette data. In this
case, the dimensionality is large and the updating of A[T+1]

in Eq. (10) may cost more time. If ni increases, the number
of mini-batch is less and the total time cost decreases.

4.5 Experiments on Real Data

Finally, we conducted experiments on a real data set. It
is collected by ourselves since our setting of feature and
instance evolving is relatively novel so that the required
data set is not widely available yet. We used the RFID
sensor to locate the moving goods since it is widely used
for detection, tracking and identification [36]. In our case,
we want to utilize the RFID technique to predict whether
the moving goods, which are attached by RFID tags, are out
of the specific area or not. This scenario can be regarded as
an analog of the indoor surveillance system.

Concretely, we arranged several RFID aerials around the
specific area to receive the tag signals. In each round, with
the movement of goods, the RFID aerials received the tag
signals and we recorded its RSSI and AOA. When some
aerials expired, we arranged new aerials beside the old ones
to guarantee the effectiveness of tracking. So in the first
stage, we had the observations of both vanished features
and survived features. With some aerials expired and some
new aerials arranged, we got the data with survived and
augmented features. The RFID data we collected totally

satisfy our assumptions. The details of the real data set are
presented in Table 6. We collected 450 and 40 data sets for
C-stage and E-stage respectively. Besides, to track the good
more accurately, we arranged more sensors and the number
of augmented features is larger than the vanished features.

We have split the data in E-stage into two parts for
training and testing randomly for 200 rounds. With different
percent of training points, the mean and standard deviation
of the testing accuracies are reported in Table 7. As seen
from the results, we can draw the same conclusion as that
in Table 2. Our approaches outperforms the others. Besides,
with small number of training points, the improvement is
more significant. The reason may be that the inherited dis-
crimination information in C-stage plays a more important
role when the training points in E-stage are rare.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the problem of learning with incre-
mental and decremental features, and propose the one-pass
learning approach that does not need to keep the whole
data for optimization. Our approach is particularly useful
when both the data and features are evolving, where robust
learning performances are needed. It is also well scalable
because it only needs to scan each instance once. In practice,
our methods benefit OPID in two aspects: (1) In C-stage, we
compress the useful information into a compact classifier
in one-pass way. (2) In E-stage, we inject the benefits of the
compact classifier from C-stage. Empirical studies show that
OPID is effective to solve the problem with both feature and
instance evolution. In this paper, we only focus on classi-
fication problem and take classifier reusage as an example.
How to solve other tasks, such as clustering, ranking etc.
is an interesting future work. Besides, how to design more
elegant classifiers is also worth studying.
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